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We present new calculations of the energy flux of a spinning test-body on circular orbits around
a Schwarzschild black hole at linear order in the particle spin. We compute the multipolar fluxes
up to ` = m = 6 using two independent numerical solvers of the Teukolsky equation, one in the
time domain and the other in the frequency domain. After linearization in the spin of the particle,
we obtain an excellent agreement (∼ 10−5) between the two numerical results. The calculation of
the multipolar fluxes is also performed analytically (up to ` = 7) using the post-Newtonian (PN)
expansion of the Teukolsky equation solution; each mode is obtained at 5.5PN order beyond the
corresponding leading-order contribution. From the analytical fluxes we obtain the PN-expanded
analytical waveform amplitudes. These quantities are then resummed using new procedures ei-
ther based on the factorization of the orbital contribution (and resumming it independently from
the spin-dependent factor) or on the factorization of the tail contribution solely for odd-parity
multipoles. We compare these prescriptions and the resummation procedure proposed in Pan et
al. [Phys. Rev. D 83 (2011) 064003] to the numerical data. We find that the new procedures sig-
nificantly improve over the existing one that, notably, is inconsistent with the numerical data for
`+m = odd multipoles already at low orbital frequencies. Our study suggests that the approach to
waveform resummation used in current effective-one-body-based waveform models should be modi-
fied to improve its robustness and accuracy all over the binary parameter space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Test-mass results have been crucial to devise robust re-
summation techniques for the truncated post-Newtonian
expansion that give access to analytical gravitational
waveform and fluxes for circularized, nonprecessing, bi-
naries [1–5]. Such resummed waveform, and related
fluxes, are one of the crucial building blocks of effective-
one-body (EOB) waveform models for coalescing rela-
tivistic binaries [6–11]. Up to now, resummation of
PN-expanded analytical result is the only approach that
can be adopted to improve the behavior of the PN-
expansions in the strong-field, fast velocity regime up
to merger [12]. From the very beginning of this en-
deavor [1] the development (and testing) of resummation
techniques has been driven by comparisons between some
analytically resummed waveform and numerical wave-
forms (or fluxes) generated by a nonspinning particle in-
spiralling and plunging into a Schwarzschild or a Kerr
black hole [13, 14]. By contrast, none of the resumma-
tion approaches routinely used in state-of-the-art EOB
models [8, 11] has been tested in the special case where
the particle (which models a test black-hole) is spinning.
This was not done up to now for at least two reasons:
(i) on the one hand, robust and accurate numerical com-
putations of the energy fluxes from a spinning particle
on circular orbits around a Kerr black became available
only recently [15–17]; (ii) on the other hand, the ana-
lytical PN knowledge of the fluxes of a spinning parti-
cle around a Kerr black hole was only known at global
2.5PN order [18] and only recently pushed to 3.5PN ac-
curacy [9]. This paper builds on previous works and im-
proves them along two directions: (i) the numerical fluxes
of Refs. [16, 17] are recomputed, in the time-domain, at
an improved accuracy and increasing the number of mul-
tipoles. In addition, they are compared with an analo-
gous calculation performed with a completely indepen-
dent numerical code in the frequency domain, finding
excellent consistency between the two methods once the
results are linearized in the particle spin; (ii) though we
here only consider the case of a spinning particle around
a Schwarzschild black hole, the 2.5PN accurate results of
Ref. [18] are pushed to much higher PN order, namely
relative 5.5PN accuracy for all multipoles of the flux up
to ` = 7. The availability of such new PN information,
at high order, allows us to extensively test the standard
waveform resummation techniques of Refs. [1–3] in a cor-
ner of the binary parameter space that had not been cov-



















2to check new resummation approaches proposed recently
in Refs. [4, 5] and that are going to be partly incorporated
in the next generation of EOB waveform models [19].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we sum-
marize the analytical and numerical approaches to com-
pute the gravitational wave fluxes from a spinning parti-
cle around a Schwarzschild black hole. From the energy
fluxes, decomposed in multipoles, we obtain the gravita-
tional waveform amplitudes, both numerically and ana-
lytically. The aim of Sec. III is to compare the numerical
waveform amplitudes with several analytical representa-
tions, either in PN-expanded form or using some resum-
mation technique. Concluding remarks are reported in
Sec. IV. The paper is completed by technical Appendixes
that explicitly report the outcome of the PN calculations.
Throughout this work we use geometrized units such that
G = c = 1. We also define M as the mass of the primary
black-hole and µ as the mass of the secondary black hole
such that M  µ.
II. ENERGY FLUXES EMITTED BY A
SPINNING PARTICLE AROUND A
SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE
In this section we consider the energy flux radiated in
gravitational waves by a spinning particle on a circular
orbit of radius r0 around a Schwarzschild black hole. We
will restrict our attention to the case where the particle’s
spin axis is aligned with the orbital angular momentum.
We compute the radiated flux both analytically, via high-
order post-Newtonian calculations, and numerically, us-
ing two independent approaches.
A. Post-Newtonian results
1. Dynamics of a spinning particle
The equations of motion of a spinning test body mov-
ing on a curved spacetime background (Schwarzschild)







ν Sαβ , (1)
DSµν
dτ
=2 p[µuν] , (2)
where pµ is the four-momentum, uµ is the four-velocity (τ
is the proper time), Rµναβ is the Riemann tensor of the
spacetime and Sαβ is the spin-tensor. From the spin ten-
sor we can define the spin magnitude, s = ( 12SµνS
µν)1/2,




As in previous work [15–17], we consider −1 ≤ σ ≤ 1. We
will comment in Appendix A on the meaning of these lim-
its and on the interpretation of the test-mass results pre-
sented here as part of the general case where the masses
of the two bodies are comparable. The MPD equations
do not form a closed systems of evolution equations and a
closure, called spin supplementary condition (SSC), is re-
quired. The choice of a SSC amounts to choosing a centre
of mass for the spinning body [23]. For astrophysically
relevant values of the spin, there are strong indications
that any physically meaningful quantity will not depend
upon the SSC choice [15, 16]. In this paper we choose
the Tulczyjew-Dixon condition Sµνpν = 0 [24].
Throughout this section, we will work to linear order
in σ for which we have pα = µuα + O(σ2). The orbital








where u = M/r0 and r0 is the radius of a circular orbit
expressed in Schwarzschild coordinates.
2. Calculation of the energy fluxes
In the Teukolsky approach, the problem of computing
the energy and angular momentum fluxes at infinity from
perturbations to either a Kerr or Schwarzschild black hole
has been well laid out in the literature. Since the main
aim of this work is to use the output of such calculations,
we will only give an overview of the main ideas and refer
the reader to Misao Sasaki and Hideyuki Tagoshi’s living
review [25] for an in-depth discussion of the topic.
We begin with the spin-weight s = −2 Teukolsky equa-
tion
O−2ψ(t, r, θ, φ) = 4piT, (5)
where O is a second-order differential operator and T is
formed from the stress energy of the perturbation Tµν .
When working in the frequency domain, the problem is







where −2S`m(θ, φ) are the spin-weighted spheroidal har-
monics which reduce to the spin-weighted spherical har-
monics in the Schwarzschild limit. The radial functions
ψ`m(r) then satisfy a second order ordinary differential
equation
Dψ`m(r) = 4piT`m(r). (7)
In the case of a spinning particle on a circular orbit
around a Schwarzschild black hole, the source term here
takes the schematic form
T`m =A0δ(r − rp) +A1δ′(r − rp) +A2δ′′(r − rp)
+A3δ
′′′(r − rp). (8)
3If we have a pair of homogeneous solutions satisfying re-
tarded boundary conditions at the horizon and at infinity,
R−`m and R
+
`m respectively, then the general solution to




























The Bi = Bi(rp, σ) are determined by completing the in-
tegral, W is the invariant Wronskian of the two solutions
and ∆ = r(r − 2M). Normalizing the homogeneous so-
lutions so that R+ ∼ r3eiωr∗ as r → ∞, the energy flux












where Ω is the orbital frequency given in Eq. (4).
We now briefly describe the calculation of the F`m
functions appearing in Eq. (11) as a PN expansion, i.e
an expansion for large orbital radius and small frequency.
This calculation was first presented for a spinning par-
ticle on a circular orbit by Tanaka et al. [18], though
truncated at 2.5PN order. We will extend their calcu-
lation to a higher order in the expansion. To evaluate
Eq. (10) we first need PN expansions for the homoge-
neous radial functions R±`m. The well established method
for systematically computing these uses the solutions of
Mano, Suzuki and Takasugi (MST) [26, 27]. The MST
solutions to the homogeneous radial Teukolsky equation
are given as infinite series of either hypergeometric 2F1
functions or irregular confluent hypergeometric U func-
tions. In the PN limit, restricting the frequencies to the
allowed harmonics of the orbital frequency, these infinite
series truncate at finite orders and, with modern alge-
braic software, are methodically Taylor expanded to a
desired PN order. For in depth discussion of our calcu-
lations see [28]. With these in hand the evaluation of
Eq. (10) is straightforwardly accomplished by also Tay-
lor expanding the Bi’s, thus giving PN expansions for the
energy flux modes. At each order in the PN expansion
we also work to linear order in the spin σ. In practice,
we found it easy to consider modes up to ` = 7 and
obtain each multipolar flux at 5.5PN accuracy beyond
the leading-order contribution. More precisely, each PN-
expanded multipolar contribution is factorized as
F`m = F
(N,)
`m Fˆ`m , (12)
where F
(N,)
`m is the Newtonian (or leading-order) pref-
actor, while Fˆ`m is the PN correction. Here,  = 0, 1
depending on the parity of ` + m. For each (`,m), Fˆ`m
is given by a 5.5PN-accurate polynomial, i.e. it has the
structure 1 + x + x3/2 + x2 + x5/2 + · · · + x11/2, where
x = (GMΩ/c3)2/3 = O(c−2) is the PN-ordering fre-
quency parameter. The defining formulas for the F
(N,)
`m
are given explicitly in Sec. B 1; the Newton-normalized
PN-expanded multipolar fluxes, Fˆ`m, in Sec. B 2.
B. Numerical results
For computing numerically the radiated fluxes we em-
ploy two codes that solve the Teukolsky equation. One is
a 2+1 time-domain code of Ref. [16, 17] and the other a
frequency domain code [29]. The details of each of these
codes are presented elsewhere and so here we will only
give a brief overview of each code and show that their
results are consistent with one another.
1. Frequency domain approach
The method employed by the frequency domain nu-
merical code follows closely the description of the PN cal-
culation given in Sec. II A 2 with the exception that the
homogeneous solutions are computed numerically. This
is done using the semi-analytic MST method (see [25]
for a review and [30, 31] for extensions we use). A simi-
lar version of the code to compute the homogeneous so-
lutions is publicly available as part of the Black Hole
Perturbation Toolkit [32]. With the homogeneous solu-
tions in hand the inhomogeneous solutions are computed
by convolving them with the Teukolsky source. From
the inhomogeneous solutions we can compute the radi-
ated fluxes per mode from the complex asymptotic ampli-
tudes, C±`m, of the radial Teukolsky solutions via Eq. (11).
Both in the source and in the orbital dynamics we lin-
earize with respect to σ. Our resulting fluxes though
are not linear in σ. This is because the radial Teukolsky
equation contains a term proportional to the square of
the mode frequency, ω = mΩ. In principle it would be
possible to solve this equation to linear order in σ but
we have not attempted to do so in this work. Instead, at
a range of fixed orbital frequencies, we numerically com-
pute the fluxes for various values of σ and fit this data
using a polynomial and extract the linear in σ piece. It is
important to make this step as the quadratic and higher
contributions to the raw frequency-domain flux data are
not complete as we are not including, e.g., higher order
corrections to the orbital dynamics.
The code is written in C++ and internally (particu-
larly for the MST part of the calculation) it uses extended
precision. We have high confidence in the results for three
reasons: i) when σ = 0 we recover known flux results non-
spinning bodies to ∼14 significant digits ii) for σ 6= 0 and
after extracting the linear in σ contribution we see good
agreement with the PN results – see Fig. 1 – and iii) we
have reconstructed the metric perturbation at the parti-
cle using the standard CCK procedure [33–35] and from
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FIG. 1. Consistency test between FD calculation and PN-
expanded fluxes. Comparison of the linear-in-sigma con-
tribution of the ` = m = 2 (Newtonian normalized) flux
to infinity between the numerical frequency domain results
and the PN series. Here the markers show the difference
∆Fˆσ22(n) = |FˆFDσ22 − FˆPNσ22 (n)| where FˆPNσ22 (n) is the O(σ)
piece of the PN series truncated at xn. The full PN series is
give by Eq. (B7) and successively higher order truncations of
this are shown by the colored curves. The O(σ) piece of the
numerical results is extracted from the numerical data using
the method described in the main text. At large radii we
observe that subtracting successively higher order PN series
improves the agreement with the numerical data, as expected.
this we have shown that the local self-force experienced
by the particle is balanced (to a relative error of 10−9)
by the radiated fluxes through the spacetime boundaries.
Details on each of these checks will be presented in [29].
2. Numerical results: time-domain approach with
Hamiltonian dynamics
The time-domain method solves the 2+1 Teukolsky
equation obtained by separating Eq. (5) in the azimuthal
(φ) direction [16, 17]. The resulting wave equations
for each m-mode are written in the scri-fixing hyper-
boloidal and horizon penetrating co-ordinates developed
in [16, 36, 37]. The source of Teukolsky equation is imple-
mented in a general way and then specified to Eq. (8) for
a spinning test body (in the pole-dipole approximation)
moving on an arbitrary trajectory [17, 38]. The Teukol-
sky equation is numerically solved using the method-of-
lines with a 4th order accurate Runge-Kutta time inte-
grator and 6th order accurate finite-differencing opera-
tors. The delta functions in the source can be discretized
either using a narrow Gaussian or discrete delta func-
tions; the former option is used in case of circular orbits
as discussed in [17]. The code was extensively tested and
delivers multipolar waveforms and GW fluxes at null in-
finity with an accuracy well below the 1% level up to
m = 4 modes [15–17, 39]. The data used for this work
are produced exactly as described in [16, 17]. Circular
equatorial trajectories for the test body are computed
using the Hamiltonian formalism detailed in Sec. III
of [16]. The Hamiltonian of a spinning particle at lin-
ear order in the spin was originally obtained in Ref. [40].
The same Hamiltonian can be recasted in certain spe-
cific effective-one-body (EOB) coordinates as illustrated
in Ref. [41]. The EOB coordinates are transformed to the
hyperboloidal ones via a transformation linear in σ. The
EOB dynamics is compatible with the MPD dynamics
with Tulczyjew and the Pirani [42] SSCs across almost
the whole spin and frequency range for the Schwarzschild
background [16]. One must, however, be aware that that
the Hamiltonian circular dynamics and the MPD dynam-
ics described above are fully equivalent and compatible
only when the spin of the particle is small. We address
the reader to Ref. [16] for additional details. Following
previous work of some of us [15, 16], we want to accu-
rately compute numerical fluxes for values of the spins
that are large, i.e., σ ∼ 1 and for orbits that are near the
spin-dependent last-stable orbit. Past work [16] suggests
that this can be done using the Hamiltonian formalism.
Like the FD results mentioned above, our results will not
be linear in σ, essentially for the same reasons mentioned
above. Thus, to provide a consistent comparison with FD
results, we also extracted the linear-in-sigma piece out of
the numerical results.
C. Comparing numerical waveform amplitudes
Since the main aim of the paper is to check resumma-
tion procedure for gravitational waveform amplitudes, it
is convenient to directly use these quantities for com-
paring the results obtained with the two numerical ap-
proaches. In this respect, the extraction of the linear
piece mentioned in the previous section is now performed
at the level of the waveform amplitudes (defined below)
and not on the fluxes. Likewise for the fluxes, each wave-
form multipole is factorized in the product of a Newto-
nian (leading-order) contribution and a relativistic cor-
rection
h`m(x) = Rh(N,)`m (x)hˆ()`m(x), (13)
where Rh(N,)`m is the Newtonian prefactor that is ana-
lytically known (see Appendix B 1). In practice, it is
convenient to focus only on the relativistic correction,
since it is a function of order unity whose PN expansion
has the structure hˆ
()
`m ' 1 + x+ x3/2 + . . . . Figure 2 of-
fers a comprehensive comparison of the various numerical
data at our disposal for an illustrative sample of multi-
poles and spins. The top part of each panel of the fig-
ure shows 4 curves: (i) the outcome of the time-domain
code with Hamiltonian dynamics; (ii) the same quantity
where one has subtracted the nonlinar-in-spin part; (iii)
the outcome of the frequency-domain code with MPD
dynamics: (iv) the same quantity where one has sub-
tracted the nonlinear-in-spin part. The vertical line in
the plot marks the location of the σ-dependent frequency
















































































FIG. 2. Comparing FD (with MPD dynamics) and TD calculation (with Hamiltonian dynamics) for a few multipoles and
values of the particle spin. Each plot shows four curves: the TD and FD result with all the contributions nonlinear in the
particle spin and the same data linearized in σ. In the latter case, the agreement between TD and FD results is excellent.
The bottom part of each panel illustrate the fractional difference between: X =TD-nonlinearized and FD-linearized and the
fractional difference between X =TD-linearized and FD-linearized. The vertical line marks the location of the LSO, Eq. (14).











As can be seen from Fig. 2, the linear-in-spin results from
the two codes are in the excellent agreement reaching a
fractional accuracy of ∼ 10−5 (this is limited by the pre-
cision of the TD code and the need to extract the linear-
in-spin contribution). Note that we do not expect agree-
6ment between the nonlinear in spin results as each code
effectively includes different pieces of the nonlinear con-
tribution (either through their dynamics or other aspects
of the calculation). We emphasize that, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first successful comparison between
two completely independent Teukolsky codes with a spin-
ning secondary object. The excellent agreement between
the two codes (after linearizing in spin) and the agree-
ment between the FD and PN results presented in Fig. 1
gives us a high degree of confidence in our results.
Since the PN results are linear in the spin, we will use
the linearized FD data as the target points to verify the
accuracy of the various analytical approximations to the
waveform amplitudes.
III. COMPARING ANALYTICAL AND
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We turn now to comparing the “exact” numerical data
computed in the previous section to different analytical
approximations of |hˆ()`m|. More precisely:
(i) In Sec. III A, we consider the straightforward PN-
expanded expressions of |hˆ()`m| up to 5.5PN order.
(ii) In Sec. III B we consider the, now standard, fac-
torization and resummation of Refs. [2, 3]. Note
that this analytical approach is adopted in state-
of-the-art EOB waveform models for coalescing bi-
naries [8, 11].
(iii) In Sec. III C we explore the performance of a hy-
brid approach that consists of: implementing the
orbital factorization, and subsequent resummation,
of Refs. [4, 5] for the  = 0 modes, while the  = 1
only benefit the factorization of the tail contribu-
tion.
(iv) In Sec. III D we test the special orbital-factorization
and resummation of odd-m modes that is adopted
in the ν 6= 0 case and that was recently shown to
yield excellent consistency between EOB and state-
of-the-art NR waveform amplitudes.
A. PN-expanded waveform amplitudes
The comparison with the plain PN-expanded waveform
amplitudes is exhibited in Fig. 3. One observes good con-
sistency between the numerical and analytical results at
low frequencies, as expected. This progressively wors-
ens towards the LSO, that now is indicated by colored
markers on the figure. This worsening is prominent for
higher modes. It is, however, interesting to note that the
PN-expanded m = 1 modes already offer an excellent
representation of the numerical data up to the LSO and
for any value of `.
B. Standard resummation: factorized and
resummed amplitudes
We start by investigating whether the standard factor-
ization and resummation procedure of waveform ampli-
tudes of Refs. [2, 43] can reduce the gap between the PN-
expanded and numerical amplitudes towards the LSO
seen in Fig. 3. The PN-expanded circularized waveform
amplitudes are resummed in the following factorized form
|hˆ()`m| = Sˆ()|hˆtail`m (x)|(ρ`m)`, (15)
where  is the parity of ` + m, Sˆ() is the µ-normalized
source of the field, |hˆ`m(x)| the modulus of the tail factor
and ρ`m the residual factorized amplitudes. The squared









(`!)2 (1− e−4pim) . (16)
The source S() is either the µ-normalized energy along
circular orbits ( = 0), or the Newton-normalized an-
gular momentum ( = 1). From the PN-expanded
Newton-normalized fluxes Fˆ`m we then calculate the PN-
expanded residual amplitudes ρ`m. To do so, we need the
energy and angular momentum of a spinning body along
circular orbits of Schwarzschild spacetime at linear order
in the spin. These were obtained in Eqs. (81) and (82)
of Ref. [16],

















where the expression for jˆ is obtained multiplying by
√
x
(i.e., the inverse of the Newtonian angular momentum
along circular orbits) Eq. (81) of Ref. [16]. The PN-







where Tn denotes a Taylor-expansion of order n and Fˆ`m
are the Newton-normalized PN-expanded energy fluxes.
The ρ`m functions are here written as the sum of an or-






The PN knowledge of ρσ`m before this work was limited
to global 3.5PN (NNLO) and the functions are written
explicitly in Ref. [5, 9]. Here the computation of each ρσ`m













































































































































FIG. 3. Comparison between the PN-expanded, Newton-normalized, waveform amplitudes (dotted lines) and the corresponding
numerical ones (black lines). The values of the particle spin σ = (−0.90,−0.5,+0.5,+0.90) are respectively indicated by the
colors red, orange, blue and purple. The colored markers indicate the location of the LSO, Eq. (14).
is pushed up to relative 5.5PN order, i.e., next-to-next-
to-next-to-next-to-leading-order, N4LO in the spin-orbit
coupling. We list the functions explicitly in Appendix C.
One verifies that the 3.5PN-accurate truncation of our
results agrees in full with the corresponding formulas of
Refs. [5, 9].
The analytical |hˆ`m|’s from Eq. (15) are compared with
the corresponding numerical ones in Fig. 4. The effect of
the standard resummation can be summarized as follows.
First, the analytically resummed ` = m modes deliver a
rather good approximation to the numerical functions.
One can see that this remains true up to ` = m = 6.
However, we see that the procedure gives a rather unreli-
able result (even for small values of x) for the `+m = odd
modes. This illustrates that the standard resummation
approach introduced in Ref. [43] can become highly inac-
curate in some corners of the black-hole binary parameter
space. As such, it should be replaced by something else
that is more robust. One possibility is proposed in the
next section.
C. Improved resummation
References [4, 5] presented an alternative factorization
and resummation procedure based on the idea of first fac-
toring out the orbital, spin-independent, contribution to
the ρ`m’s and then independently resumming, in various
ways, the orbital and spin factors. The same procedure
was implemented in similar ways for the odd-parity and
even-parity modes. In the case of a nonspinning particle
on circular orbits around a Kerr black hole, Refs. [5] il-
lustrated that this procedure yields a remarkable analyt-
ical/numerical agreement between the ρ`m’s (and fluxes)
up to the LSO also for extremal values of the spin of
the black hole (see e.g. Figs. 1 and 2) of [5]). In this
Section we test this procedure on the even-parity modes.
By contrast, we apply a different factorization, that only
concerns the tail factor, to the odd-parity modes. Some
of the resummation procedures of Refs. [5] applied to
some of the odd-parity modes are instead discussed in
Sec. III D below.
1. `+m=even: orbital factorization
We implement the orbital factorization of the ρ`m’s
of [5] to all even-parity multipoles up to ` = 6 included.
Consistently with [5], the orbital factors are taken at 6PN
order1 and Pade´ resummed according to Table I of [5].
More precisely, we use the standard P 42 Pade´ for all the
multipoles except the (3, 1) one, that is kept at 5PN with
a P 32 Pade´ (the bold values in the table are not consid-
erated). The only exception is the (4, 2) multipole, that
in this paper is resummed with a P 42 Pade´ instead of a
P 60 Taylor Series, since the difference between the two
1 Though the (3, 1) mode is taken at 5PN only.
















































































































































FIG. 4. Comparison between the factorized and resummed, Newton-normalized, waveform amplitudes (dotted lines) following
the standard procedure of Ref. [43] and the corresponding numerical ones (black lines). The values of the particle spin
σ = (−0.90,−0.5,+0.5,+0.90) are respectively indicated by the colors red, orange, blue and purple. The colored markers
indicate the location of the LSO, Eq. (14). The analytical approximation is, in general, rather inaccurate for ` + m = odd
modes.
choices in this case is minimal. By resumming the spin-
dependent factors by taking their inverse-Taylor repre-
sentation, the resummed residual amplitudes finally read

















−1])−1. Finally, the even-parity waveform am-
plitudes read
|hˆ(0)`m(x, σ)| = Eˆ |hˆtail`m | [ρ`m(x, σ)]` . (22)
The analytical/numerical agreement, displayed in Fig. 5,
is essentially comparable to the standard approach shown
in Fig. 4 above.
2. `+m =odd: factorizing the tail factor only
For the odd-parity modes we suggest here to follow a
new route: factor out only the tail factor spin part of
the modulus, |hσ`m|, while keeping the orbital part |horb`m |
factorized as usual (19), i.e., with the orbital angular mo-
mentum jˆorb factored out. Note that for this particular
calculation, we keep ρorb`m at 5PN accuracy and in Taylor-
expanded form. The rationale behind the choice of not
factorizing the orbital angular momentum is that, in the
presence of a spinning body, the source of the field is
given by the sum of two separate pieces, one proportional
to jˆorb and another one to σ. This is in particular the
structure of the source of the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli equa-
tion for a spinning test-body. It seems then less sound to
factor out jˆorb also from the σ-dependent term. Starting
from
|hˆ(1)`m(x, σ)| ≡ |hˆorb,(1)`m |+ σ|hˆσ,(1)`m |, (23)











The resummed odd-parity waveform amplitudes finally
read




jˆorb + σ|h˜σ,(1)`m |
}
. (26)
It is important to stress that, for simplicity, we are
here not using Pade´ approximants of the orbital ρorb`m in
Eq. (26). The analytical and numerical amplitudes are
compared in Fig. 5. The agreement between the two is
remarkable, and way better than the one obtained with
the standard approach shown in Fig. 4 above. To better
quantify the agreement, we list in Table I the fractional
differences computed at xLSO. Although not shown in
the table, we have also verified that an analogous quan-
titative agreement holds for σ = ±0.99,














































































































































FIG. 5. Alternative resummation: the ` + m = even modes are resummed using Eq. (22), while the ` + m = odd rely on
Eq. (26), where only the tail factor is overall factorized. The values of the particle spin are σ = (−0.90,−0.5,+0.5,+0.90),
and are respectively indicated by the colors red, orange, blue and purple. The colored markers indicate the location of the
LSO, Eq. (14). The improvement in the `+m = odd modes with respect to Fig. 4 is evident. By contrast, the behavior of the
`+m = even modes is similar to those of Fig. 4, though slightly worse.
D. Resumming the dominant m=odd modes
consistently with the comparable-mass case.
Up to this point we have seen that there are dif-
ferent procedures for resumming the waveform ampli-
tudes depending on the parity of ` + m. Actually, de-
tailed studies of the waveform amplitudes for two ob-
jects of masses (M1,M2) [4, 5] have illustrated that
one should also carefully separate the analytic treat-
ment depending on the parity of m only. In particular,
Refs. [4, 5] introduced a special analytical treatment of
the orbital-factorized spin-dependent functions fˆS`m when
ν ≡ M1M2/(M1 + M2)2 6= 0. More precisely, one shows
that, when ν 6= 0, these functions are naturally written
as the sum of two separate Taylor expansions, one pro-
portional to X12 = X1 − X2 =
√
1− 4ν and the other
to a˜12 ≡ X1χ1 − X2χ2, where Xi ≡ Mi/(M1 + M2)
and χi ≡ Si/M2i are the dimensionless spins of the two
objects. Each Taylor expansion can eventually be re-
summed taking its inverse-Taylor representation. This
resummation of the m-odd waveform amplitudes has
been recently incorporated in a new, multipolar, EOB
waveform model. One of the remarkable features of this
analytical choice is that the zero in the (2, 1) time-domain
amplitude, that exists in certain regions of the parameter
space, is quantitatively consistent with a similar feature
found in state-of-the-art NR simulations. On top of this,
Ref. [4], pointed out that the resummation procedure is
reliable and accurate also in the special case of a non-
spinning particle orbiting a spinning black hole.
In this section we investigate to which extent the m-
odd multipoles resummation approach remains robust
and stable also in the case of a spinning test-body on a
Schwarzschild black hole. To do so, we focus on the same
m-odd modes considered in the ν 6= 0 case, (2, 1), (3, 3),
(3, 1), (4, 3), (4, 1). In addition, each mode is truncated
at the largest PN order that carries known ν-dependent
corrections 2. Consistently with Ref. [19], the m-odd
waveform amplitudes are written as
|hˆ`m| = jˆorb|hˆtail`m |(Pmn [ρorb`m ])`(1 + fˆσ`m). (27)
The Pade´ approximants of the orbital part Pmn [ρ
orb
`m ] are
the same, adopted in Ref. [5], that is P 51 for (2, 1), P
3
2 for
(3, 1), P 60 for (5, 5) and P
4
2 for (3, 2), (4, 3) and (4, 1). On
the other hand, the spin-dependent terms fˆσ`m are given
2 Even if we have more spinning-particle terms, we cannot use
them since we cannot consistently split each PN order in the two
separate series.
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TABLE I. Fractional differences between the resummed and the numerical hˆ`m’s at the LSO shown in Fig. 5. The fractional
difference is defined as |hˆnum − hˆanalyt|/hˆnum computed at xLSO.
(`,m) ∆(x)hˆ(x)/hˆ|x=xLSO for −0.9 ≤ σ ≤ +0.9
−0.9 −0.5 +0.5 +0.9
(2, 2) 8× 10−4 5× 10−5 0.0023 0.0024
(2, 1) 4× 10−5 7× 10−5 5× 10−5 4× 10−4
(3, 3) 0.0035 0.0012 2× 10−4 0.0056
(3, 2) 9× 10−4 5× 10−4 0.0041 0.0086
(3, 1) 0.0057 0.0018 0.0023 0.0091
(4, 4) 0.0098 0.0046 0.0017 0.0085
(4, 3) 0.0049 0.0029 0.013 0.029
(4, 2) 0.0047 0.0013 0.0013 0.007
(4, 1) 7× 10−5 3× 10−5 4× 10−4 0.001
(5, 5) 0.014 0.0055 0.0072 0.042
(5, 4) 0.012 0.0068 0.023 0.05
(5, 3) 0.0029 6× 10−4 10−4 0.0036
(5, 2) 8× 10−4 5× 10−4 0.018 0.046
(5, 1) 0.019 0.0067 0.0097 0.032
(6, 6) 0.02 0.0087 0.013 0.078









































FIG. 6. Testing the resummation of the m = odd modes suggested in the comparable-mass case. The analytical/numerical










































Following Ref. [5], the overbar indicates that each term
is resummed using its inverse-Taylor representation. The
11





















































































41 = 1 . (42)
The analytical |hˆ`m| are compared to the numerical ones
in Fig. 6. The most interesting result displayed in the
figure is that both the (2, 1) and (3, 3) analytical ampli-
tudes deliver a reasonably accurate representation of the
numerical data up to the LSO, although this is not as
good as the tail-factorized case discussed in Fig. 5. Note
however that in that case we were using spin informa-
tion truncated at 5.5PN accuracy. Thus, to produce a
meaningful comparison we need to redo the calculation
of Fig. 5 truncating the ` = 2, m = 1 mode at 2.5PN. By
contrast, the orbital ρorb21 function is kept at 5PN accu-
racy and in Taylor-expanded form. This new comparison
is displayed in Fig. 7. Interestingly, despite the reduce
PN information, the analytical/numerical agreement is
visibly better than the one displayed in the top-left panel
of Fig. 6. We also performed the same analysis for the
` = 4 modes. Although we found an improvement, the
truncation at 1.5PN of the spin information is not suf-
ficient to provide a good agreement up to the LSO lo-
cation. In conclusion, the result of Fig. 7 gives further
support to the need of exploring the performance of the
tail-only factorization also for comparable mass binaries.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have collected several new results con-
cerning the gravitational waveform fluxes and amplitudes
emitted by a spinning particle (i.e., a spinning test-black
hole) on circular orbits around a Schwarzschild black hole
at linear order in the particle spin. Our main findings are
summarized as follows:
(i) We have analytically computed the PN-expanded










FIG. 7. Analytical/numerical agreement with the tail-
factorized ` = 2, m = 1 amplitude truncated at 2.5PN in
the spin sector, consistently with Eq. (28). Despite the re-
duced amount of spin-dependent information reduced amount
of PN information the tail-factorized analytical amplitude
does not look especially better than the orbital-factorized and
resummed one displayed in Fig. 6.
multipolar energy fluxes up to ` = 7. Each multi-
pole is obtained at 5.5 PN order beyond the lead-
ing, Newtonian, contribution. This improves our
current analytical knowledge of the fluxes in this
corner of the parameter space, that was previously
known only up to global 3.5PN order.
(ii) We have computed numerically the multipolar en-
ergy fluxes (and waveform amplitudes) up to ` = 6
using two different, and independent, numerical
codes. One is a frequency-domain code; the other
uses a time-domain approach. We demonstrated
the excellent mutual consistency between the two
numerical approaches once the numerical data are
suitably linearized in the spin of the particle. This
allows us to provide accurate, circularized, wave-
form amplitudes up to the LSO for different values
of the particle spin.
(iii) We compared to these numerical data, considered
as exact, the PN-expanded analytical amplitudes
as well as different flavors of their resummation.
In particular, we could show that the standard re-
summation approach of Ref. [43], that is imple-
mented in state-of-the-art waveform models for co-
alescing black-hole binaries, such as SEOBNRv4 [11]
or TEOBResumS [8], is inaccurate for `+m odd modes
and provides nonnegligible differences with the nu-
merical data already in the early inspiral. This in-
dicates that the procedure of Ref. [43] should be im-
proved to construct a waveform model robust and
accurate all over the BBH parameter space.
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(iv) The most important result of this work is that the
factorization of only the tail factor in the ` + m =
odd modes allows one to obtain an excellent an-
alytical/numerical agreement up to the LSO (and
even below), for −0.9 ≤ σ ≤ +0.9, and for all odd-
parity modes analyzed up to ` = 5, see Fig. 5. This
result opens at least two questions. First of all, one
wonders whether the only-tail factorization would
be helpful also to resumming the fluxes emitted by
a nonspinning particle orbiting a Kerr black hole.
Resumming that PN series has always been a chal-
lenge [43] that was solved, to a certain extent, only
through the orbital factorization (and additional re-
summation) procedure of Refs. [4, 5]. Hopefully
the only-tail factorization approach might be use-
ful in that case at least for what concerns the terms
linear in the black-hole spin. On the other hand,
our findings also suggest that it might be worth
investigating the performance of the only-tail fac-
torization procedure also in the ν 6= 0 case. The
accuracy of such odd-parity waveform amplitudes
should then be carefully evaluated by perform-
ing extensive comparisons between a so-constructed
EOB waveform model and state-of-the-art NR sim-
ulations.
(v) We also explored the accuracy of the orbital-
factorization/resummation approach of Ref. [4, 5],
notably in the form developed for the odd-m modes
in the ν 6= 0 case. We do so by truncating the
PN information at the same PN order where ν-
dependent corrections are known. This approach
has been recently used to improve the behavior of
the ` = 2, m = 1 waveform amplitude in a new,
EOB-based, multipolar waveform model [19]. For
this mode, we found (see top-left panel of Fig. 6)
that the numerical/analytical agreement is rather
good, though not at the level of the only-tail fac-
torized case mentioned above. The situation is
even worse for the subdominant modes (except the
` = m = 3 one). Our results seem to suggest that
the resummation of Ref. [4, 5] should be replaced
by the only-tail factorization one, since it is simpler
and more accurate. More investigations, notably
when both objects are spinning, will be needed to
confirm this preliminary conclusion.
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Appendix A: Interpreting the spinning-body limit
using the EOB dynamics
In the main text we have considered −1 ≤ σ ≤ 1. Due







This parameter, per se, can be thus meaningful also for
the equal-mass case, with the understanding that the
MPD approach (or the Hamiltonian approach) plus the
solution of the Teukolsky equations for the fluxes can
only deliver some of the contributions at leading-order in
the mass ratio. More precisely, the value σ = ±1 can be
interpreted as the case of an extremally spinning black
hole, s/µ2 = ±1 in an equal-mass binary, µ/M = 1.
Although in this case the perturbative approach we are
using is expected to be meaningless, in practice it is use-
ful to compute, and test numerically, some of the terms
that enter the complete PN expansion.
The euristic comparable-mass limit suggested by
Eq. (A1) can be put on a more solid ground starting
from the complete EOB Hamiltonian for a two-body
system with masses (m1,m2), with the convention that
m1 ≥ m2. We also refer the reader to Sec. III of








1 + 2ν(Hˆeff − 1), (A2)
where now it is µ ≡ m1m2/(m1 + m2), and ν = µ/M is






is the effective Hamiltonian. The spin-orbit sector is
given by
HˆeffSO ≡ pϕ(GS∗ Sˆ∗ +GSSˆ), (A4)
where pϕ = Pϕ/µ is the dimensionless orbital angular


















and (GS , GS∗) are the gyro-gravitomagnetic functions.
For the case where only the secondary, m2 is spinning

















After introducing powers of m2 so to explicitly have a













The extreme-mass-ratio limit is now defined by the con-
dition ν → 0. In this limit, one sees that the term pro-
portionalt to GS is suppressed with respect to the one
proportional to GS∗ because of the different ν depen-
dence. In the ν → 0 limit one finally has that the spin-
orbit sector of the real spin-orbit Hamiltonian describing






where GS∗ is known analytically in closed, non-PN ex-
panded, form [40, 41, 44]. One then defines the dimen-
sionless spin σ as
σ ≡ ν S2
m22
= νχ2. (A10)
Thus, since −1 ≤ χ2 ≤ +1, and 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1/4, one
concludes, from the EOB (and thus PN) perspective, that







and then addtionally expanding the symmetric mass ra-
tio in powers of the mass ratio m2/m1 ≈ µ/M  1.
Appendix B: Spinning particle on Schwarzschild
background: PN-expanded multipolar energy fluxes
1. Newtonian prefactors
Each multipolar flux is written as the product of a





where  = 0, 1 indicates the parity of `+m. For each mul-








∣∣∣Rh(N,)`m ∣∣∣2 , (B2)
where the Newtonian waveform Rh(N,)`m is explicitly
given as [2]





















(2`+ 1)(`+ 2)(`2 −m2)
(2`− 1)(`+ 1)`(`− 1) .
(B6)
2. Newton-normalized PN fluxes
The PN-expanded fluxes up to ` = 7 are presented be-
low. For completeness and future reference we also keep
all the nonspinning terms. All of the series given below
can be found digitally in the PostNewtonianSelfForce
package in the Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit [32].
14

























































































































































































































































































































Fˆ31 = 1− 16
3





























































































































































































































































































































−18piσ − 78 log(x)
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Fˆ53 = 1− 138
13













24piσ − 4638 log(x)
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57piσ − 35844 log(x)
7735
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix C: Multipolar 5.5PN EOB relativistic
residual amplitudes derived from the new spinning
particle on Schwartzschild fluxes results
The spin-dependent part of the PN-expanded residual
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